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OSCILLATION PROPERTIES OF

PERTURBED DISCONJUGATE EQUATIONS

WILLIAM F. TRENCH

ABSTRACT.    Oscillation conditions are given for the equation

Lu + f(t, u ) = 0, where

1   <z"     1              d   1   d   u
Lu =-       in > 2),

0  dt/3     ,        dtfi.dtfi,.
n     "n—1 1 0

with /3q, ..., /3    positive and continuous on (0, oo)) J^/3 dj = oo

(1 < t < n - 1), and  / subject to conditions which include zz/(t, u)

> 0.   The results obtained include previously known oscillation

conditions for the equation u       + f(t, u)» 0  for both linear and

nonlinear cases.

We study the oscillation properties of the scalar equation

(1) Lu + f(t, u) = 0,       t >0,

where

1^1             d   1   d   • .
,_. L =-... —-—-       \n > 2),
(2) PndtP„-l dtPldtPo

with  /30,. . ., /3     continuous and positive on  (0, oo).   If p x> . . ., p    are con-

tinuous on  (0, oo) and the equation

(3) Lx = xM + pl(/)x("-1)+ ••«+ pn(t)x= 0

is disconjugate on  (0, oo), then L  can be rewritten as in (2), with  )8. £

C[-"~l'(0, oo) [ll].   Thus, the class of operators (2) properly contains the

normal disconjugate operators (3), as defined in [4].

Nehari [10] and Bogar [2] have studied the oscillation properties of (1)

for the linear case, under assumptions that certain iterated integrals involv-

ing /3j,. • •, /3  _ j  diverge as  / —> oo.   These assumptions are implied by

the condition

/oo P{dt= CO, 1<I<B-1,

which was assumed by Kartsatos [5] in connection with a nonlinear case,

and which, the author showed in [13], may be imposed without loss of gen-

erality; i.e., (2) can always be rewritten so that (4) holds, and this require-

ment determines  /3n,. . ., /3    uniquely up to positive multiplicative constants
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with product one.   Henceforth we assume (A).

If a.j, a2, . . .   are continuous on  (0, oo)  and  c > 0, define  IQ = 1   and

(5) / it, c; a , ..., a ) =   I    a (A)/      (A, c; a     .,..., aAdX,       r > 1.

Repeated integration by parts yields

(6) fXr, c; ar.a A = (- l)r/r(c, (;aj, ..., a)

[14, Lemma 2.2], which we will use later.

The functions

x.it) = ft0(t)T_ A7 c;ftv...,ft._A,        1 < ; < 77,

'v . .

form a fundamental set for Lx = 0  such that  x Xt) > 0  for large  t, and, be-

cause of (4), lim     ^x \t)/x .it) = 0, 1 < z' .< ;' < «.   Such a fundamental set is

called a principal system for Lx = 0.   It has been shown by Hartman [4],

Levin [7] and Willett [14] that a normal disconjugate equation (3) has princi-

pal systems, and the author showed [13] (without assuming (4) at the outset)

that this is also true of  Lx = 0  with  L  as in (2).

The adjoint of (2) is

l* - _L _1_L   . £   l   d '
~ftndtft'   'It ~ft~~. It ft~'   U '1 '   n— 1 '   n

(Nehari [lO]), and the functions

7W = fV'V !<'' c> 0„_ v • • • • /3,-,+i)'       * < / < «•

form a principal System for L  y = 0.

We define the operators  L       . . , L     by  LQx = x/ft„  and

1     fi?       1               fi?    1    fl?    x ,        .
L  X =-• •-, 1   < 7  < 77,

' ftjdtft.^ dtftxdtft^ ~      ~

so that

(7) (L._jx)' = /3X.x,       1<;<72,

and L    = L.    An extendible solution of (1) is a function u such that Lnu,...,
n u

L  a exist and satisfy (1) on some interval 70, oo).   An extendible solution

is oscillatory it it has infinitely many zeros on every such interval.

Lemma 1.   Suppose uit) > 0  and L  u(t) < 0 for t > tQ.   Then

(a)  if n is even, there is an even integer k such that 0 < k < n — 2,

(8) L .uit) > 0    for large  t,        Q < j < k,

(9) lim L,    .uit) = a       ifinite, > 0),
( — oo        "■ +
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and

(10) limL.u(t) = 0,        k+2<j<n-l;
t—x>     '

(b)   if n is odd, either

(11) lim  L.u(t) = 0,        1 </'<«- 1,
t   - CO '

or there is an odd integer k such that (8), (9) and (10) hold.

This lemma is an adaptation of a result of Kneser [6]. Its proof is by

separate inductions for even and odd n, and leans heavily on the fact that

if (- Uslim 1 .zzu) > ( > 0 for some / > 1, then (4) and repeated integra-

tion of (7) yield (-l)s lim^^L0u(t) = oo.

Let  [xj, . .. , x   ! and  (yj, . . . , y   ! be principal systems for Ex = 0

and L y = 0, and let z. be a solution of L .(xjZ.) = y  _ -ly\, 0 .< i < n — 2.

It can be shown that if  /j > 0, then

i

(12) x.(t) = p0(t) ?,aili_l(t.t{,Pv...,pj_l)

7 = 1

and

d3)      y{(t)-p(t) i: b.j.^u, t{, /3„_j,..., pn_j+1\
7 = 1

where  a., and  b.. ate constants, a.. > 0  and  £>..>0.   From (4), (12), (13)
2j i] '      ll ll "  v '

and L Hospital's rule,

PQit)li_iU.tl;Pv...iPi_l)
(14) hm-= a7.    > 0

Z-oo X(f)

and

/is) lim -.-■-= b.A > Q;
(1^ Z-oo y.(t)

moreover, it can be shown that

(16) hm----= c. > 0       (finite)
Z-oo ZQ(t) 0

and

'„.> '1;/31....,/3V^_1.z3fe+1)
hm----= c    > 0    (finite),

(17) feu;

1  < k  < 72 -  2.

The last four equations imply that if the assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2

hold for a given choice of principal systems for Lx = 0 and L*y = 0, then

they hold for all choices.
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Theorem 1.   Suppose j is continuous on (0, oo) x (—oo, oo),

(18) ufit, u) > 0,

and

(19) \f(t, u)\>hit)<pi\u\/ftQit)),

where h is continuous and nonnegative and <p is nondecreasing and posi-

tive on (0, oo).   Suppose also that

(20)      f-y^^is^t^y^

for every positive p and nonnegative integer k  such that n — k  is even and

positive.    Then (a)   if n is even, every extendible solution of (I) is oscil-

latory; (b)   if n is odd and u is fl nonoscillatory extendible solution of (1),

then lim^^L .uit) = 0  (l .</.<«- l) 0720* limt_toeLQuit) = y ifinite).   In this

case, y = 0  if

(21) P ynis)his) ds = 00.

Proof.   Suppose  u is an extendible solution of (1) which is positive on

(rQ, °o) and satisfies (8), (9) and (10) for the integer k indicated in Lemma

1.   Then (7), (9) and (10) yield

Lk + luit) = a + f™ ln_k_p. s; ftk+2, ..., ftn_Aftnis)fis, uis))ds,

(22) t>t0,

and,since n - k - 2 is even, (18) implies that the integrand is nonnegative;

therefore,

(23) Lk+iu^>a,       t>tQ.

The absolute convergence of the integral in (22), together with (6), (15) and

(19), implies that

(24) P yn_k_l(s)h(s)<p(L0u(s))ds < 00.

But (7) and (23) imply that (L-ku)' > 0; hence, from (8), Lku(t) > R for some

positive  R and t sufficiently large, say I > 7.   Repeated integration of

(7) for ;' = k, . . . ,  1  yields

L0uit)>RIkit,tl-ft1,...,ftk)

(25)

+  y  L.uitAi.it, tl;ftv...,ft),      t>tr
7 = 0
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From (4) and L'Hospital's rule,

Ut.ti;p,...,p)
lim -L-L. = 0,        0 < / < k;

t-~»Ik(t,t1;f3l,...,fik)

hence, (25) implies that

LQu(t) > (R/2)lk(t, tl;Pv...tph)    tor large  t,

and therefore, from (14),

LQu(t)
lim inf-___— > 0.

< —   xk^(t)/xAt)

This and (24) imply that the integral in (20) converges for some positive p,

a contradiction.

It now follows from Lemma 1 that (1) has no extendible positive solu-

tions except, possibly, some which satisfy (11), if n is odd.   For such a

solution, (- l)"~;L .u(i) < 0 (l < / < tz) for large t, so that L ^(t) < 0  and

LQu(f) is decreasing and positive for large /; hence,

(26) Lu(t)>y =   lim L u(t) > 0.
Z—oo

From (7), (11) and (26),

(27) LQu(t) = y+ ^ ln_x(t, S;/3j, . . ., Pn_Jft(s)f(s, u(s)) ds.

If y > 0, then f(s, u(s)) > h(s)tp(y), and the convergence of the integral in

(27) implies that

f7 'n-l{t' S'Pv ••-, Pn_1)Pn(^'(s)ds <^,

which, because of (6) and (15), implies that the integral in (21) converges.

This completes the proof of Theorem 1 as far as positive solutions are

concerned.   Since / satisfies (18) and Lemma 1 also holds with all of its

inequalities reversed, the discussion of negative solutions proceeds in the

same way.

Theorem 1 contains the following known special case.

Corollary 1 (Anan eva and Balaganskil [l]).   // p  is positive and con-

tinuous on (0, o«) and

(28) f°° sn-2p(s)ds = oo,

then every solution of y^n' + p(t)y = 0, t > 0, is oscillatory if n is even and,

if n  is odd, every nonoscillatory solution must approach zero monotonically

as t —> oo, along with its first n—1  derivatives.
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(Anan eva and Balaganskil also considered in [l] the oscillation prop-

erties of (1), subject to (2), (4) and (18), but with other conditions on / dif-

ferent from ours, and obtained a result which contains Fite's oscillation the-

orem [3, Theorem V], but not Corollary 1.)

The next theorem is related to results of Ryder and Wend [12] for the

special case where  Lu = u     , under assumptions which rule out linearity for

(1).

Theorem 2.   Suppose f satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1,  except

for (20).   Then the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold if (a)

(29) J°°7&7))-1«V<0o,        0<p<oo,

«72fi?

(30) P y x(s)zk(s)h(s) ds = oo

for all integers k such that n — k  is even and positive; or if (b)

(31) 0(r1''2) ^ c6(rj)0(r2),        ryr2>0,

(32) ^(cp(r))-ldr<«,,        0<p<oo,

a72fi?

(33) J°° y l(s)h(s)<p(zk(s)) ds = ~

for all such k.

Proof.   As in the proof of Theorem 1, it suffices to consider positive

solutions.   Suppose  u is a positive solution of (1) on  (/-, oo) which satisfies

(8), (9) and (10) for the integer k indicated in Lemma 1.   Since  a > 0, (19)

and (22) imply that

(34) Lk+lu(t)>f~ ln_k_2(t, s; ftk+2, ..., ftn_)V(s)ds,        t>tQ,

where

(35) Vis) = ftnis)bis)d>iL0uis)).

Now suppose (8) is satisfied for  t > ty   Multiplying (34) by  /3^+1, integrating

from  / j  to  /, and changing the order of integration yields

Lkuil)>£   Vis)dsfi (3k,1(X)ln_k_2^s;ftk+2,...,ftn_1)dX
Jl\ Jti

(36)

+ J"~ Vis)dsf^ ftk+1U)ln_k_2(X, s; ftk+2,--., P^JdX,     t>tv
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Since n — k — 2 is even,

'n-k-2^ *■• Pk+2> "" Pn-l^'n-k-l^^Pk^r ■'•'P„-l)'      A < i < s.

Substituting the right side in the second integral in (36) and using (5) and

(6) yields

LkU^ > fti 'n-k-l^'v Pn-V  ■•-  Pk+?V{s)ds

(37)

+ I„-k-i(*- *v Pn-i> •-■> PkJf" v{s)ds>      '*fr

If £ = 0, this gives a lower bound for LQzzU); if k > 1, we ignore the first

integral in (37).   Then (7), (8) and (37) yield

Lk_l«(t)>ftt^k{X)ln_k_1(K t,; fSn_v ..., Pk + l)dXf" V(s)ds.

Changing the order of integration and using (5) yields

^_r*W > f'ti '„-> 'i; Ph- Pn-v- PkJv^ds

(38)

^n-k^tf'Pk'Pn-V-'Pk^S?^^ 'Z'V

li k = 1, (38) gives a lower bound for L.u(t); it k > 1, repetition of the argu-

ment that led from (37) to (38) yields finally the inequality

LQzzM>   P   wk(s)f3(s)h(s)cf>(L0u(s))ds
1

(39)

+ wk(t)(°° l3n(s)h(s)d>(LQu(s))ds,       t > t v

after recalling (35) and defining

(40)    uz  (f) = {

* f'„-l^ *iJ ^i.^*» ^»-l.Z3*^'        l<*<«-2.

If (a) of Theorem   2 holds, call the first integral in (39)  F(t) and ignore

the second.   We employ a device used by Macki and Wong [9] and Ryder and

Wend [12]:     since cp is nondecreasing and  F(t) > 0  ior large  t (say  / > tf),

(39) implies that cp(LQu(t))/<p(F(t)) > 1, t > tr   (Since h(t) > 0 by assump-

tion, F(t) = 0 would imply that h(t) = 0, contradicting (30).)   Therefore,

F'(t)/d>(F(t)) > (3n(t)wk(t)h(t),      t>t2,

and

fF(" (cp(r))-ldr>   ('   /3  UW.(*)A(s)&,        *>*,;
JFU2) ~ Jt2 '  n k -2'
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Hence, (29) implies that the integral on the right converges as  t —> oo.   How-

ever, from (13), (16), (17) and (40),

(41) lim   wkis)/zkis) = ck    and     y j(s) = <? j j/8 (s),

and therefore the integral (30) is convergent, a contradiction.   Hence, the

conclusions of Theorem 1 hold under the assumptions of Theorem 2(a).

If (b) of Theorem 2 holds, call the second integral in (39) H(t) and ig-

nore the first; then, from (31),

4>(LQu(t))/ch(H(t)) > cp(wk(t)),        t>tv

and therefore

-H'(t)/cp(H(t)) > ftn(t)h(t)cp(wk(t))

and

/     ''  (cb(r))-1 dr > £   ftn(s)h(s)cp(wk(s)) ds.

Now (32) implies that the integral on the right converges as t —>», which, because

of (31) and (41), contradicts (33).    Thus, the conclusions of Theorem 1 hold un-

der the assumptions of Theorem 2(b).

For the  special  case  where   Lx = x^n\ (30)  is  equivalent to

J°"s"~   his)ds = oo, and Theorem 2(a) is related to Theorem 1 of Ryder and

Wend [12], and is a generalization of the sufficiency half of Theorem 2 of

Licko and Svec [8] for the equation

(42) yin) + M')|y|7 sgny = 0       (h > 0),

with  y > 1.   The proof of Theorem 2(a) is based on the proof of Ryder and

Wend.   Because of (31), (33) is equivalent to  J0°h(s)(p(sn~   )fi?s = oo if Lx

= x     , so that Theorem 2(b) is related to Theorem 2 of Ryder and Wend (but

the proofs are different), and is a generalization of the sufficiency half of

Theorem 1 of Licko and Svec [8] for (42), with  0 < y < 1.
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